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light house

a bay area structure is transformed with warm materials,
sophisticated furnishings and flowing contemporary
spaces that offer views out while letting the sun shine in.
written by

j o r g e s . a r a n go

p h o t o g r a p h y b y m at t h e w m i l l m a n

interior design Paul Vincent Wiseman and James Hunter, The Wiseman Group
architecture Charlie Barnett, Charlie Barnett Associates
home builder Philip Wilkinson, Wilkinson Construction Inc.
landscape architecture Scott R. Lewis, Scott Lewis Landscape Architecture
bedrooms 4
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bathrooms 4

square feet 5,047

W

illiam Wurster created that California ranch house
look,” says interior designer Paul Vincent Wiseman,
describing the inspiration behind the interiors he
and design principal James Hunter devised for a

young family’s renovated Bay Area home. “We took our cues from that

Landscape architect Scott R. Lewis played up
the pivoting front door from Northwest Door &
Sash Company in Springfield, Oregon, with an
entry patio of Aegean limestone from Maiden
Stone in Houston. The three-tiered pendant just
inside was designed by The Wiseman Group
and fabricated by Phoenix Day.

simplicity.” Wurster—whose circa 1928 Gregory Farmhouse in Scotts
Valley is considered by many the prototypical ranch house—innovated
such features as using natural materials and flexible spaces with strong
indoor-outdoor connections, traits which resonate with the house after
Designers Paul Vincent
Wiseman and James Hunter
collaborated with architect
Charlie Barnett on a Mondrianstyle grid of shelving, built
by Ralph King Furniture and
Cabinetry, in the living area
of a Bay Area residence. A
Holly Hunt Steeg pendant,
purchased through KneedlerFauchère, lights the space.

its dramatic transformation.
Architect Charlie Barnett and his project architect, Scott Baughman,
were charged with reimagining the existing ranch house into a more
contemporary, light-filled version of the style. Retaining only the existing
footprint and one fireplace, Barnett opened up the rooms to flow into
one another and opened up the house to its wooded lot. Set adjacent to a
grove of mature redwoods, the home originally had a hipped roof and
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broad low eaves that prevented sunlight from entering the structure.
To remedy the situation, Barnett “carefully brought in shafts of light
with skylight wells,” he explains.
Barnett also raised ceilings up to 12 feet and added floor-to-ceiling
window walls and transoms to instantly brighten spaces. Natural
light was welcomed through skylights over a built-in banquette in
the living room, two over the double master bath sinks, another in
the master dressing room, and still another in the kitchen. On the
exterior, the architect used western red cedar cladding and mahogany
on the doors and windows to warm up the new flat-roofed, rectilinear
structure. “We try to bring in a lot of materiality so it doesn’t read as
a stark modern house,” he says. A pivoting 8-foot-square front door
flanked with glass side lights also adds a sense of graciousness.
For builder Philip Wilkinson, those huge expanses of glass proved
challenging. “The size and weight of the glass walls, windows and doors
were enormous, and the openings were huge!” he exclaims. “They
were also split-finish windows and doors—mahogany exteriors with
white oak interiors.” That, coupled with the fact that “everything in
the house relates to something else” meant, he says, “that the framing
is almost like finish work because everything has to line up.”
That integrated approach extended to the interiors as Wiseman and
In the living area, Reification manipulated the
fireplace’s stainless-steel panels to look like
white bronze. A custom Joseph Jeup coffee
table sits on a custom wool Merida rug and is
surrounded by a Restoration Hardware sofa and
Plantation’s Logan chairs covered with Castel
fabric from Donghia.

Hunter collaborated with Barnett on the material and finish selection,
creating “a marriage of architecture and interiors,” says Hunter, adding
that he and Wiseman based their design on what he describes as their
philosophy of “being really honest with materials—the cedar, the gray
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stone floors and plaster walls—so we kept the palette restrained.” A
neutral array of beiges, grays and golds rules the roost, punctuated with
infusions of subtle color. They chose celadon accents in the library to play

Allegro counter stools from Design Within
Reach pull up to the kitchen island, above
which hover Market hanging lights by Holly
Hunt. Hudson Parsons chairs by Restoration
Hardware face Crate & Barrel’s Dakota table
in the open dining area.

off a striking limestone fireplace surround, above which hangs a painting
by Gina Borg. Pillows sewn from rust-and-gold-hued Fortuny fabric rest
on similarly rich-toned chairs in the living area. For the glassed-in master
bedroom, the designers worked with creamy caramel colors to keep the
The kitchen’s hood and
backsplash repeat the
bronze-like finish of the
fireplace. Caesarstone
counters top custom
cabinetry fabricated by
Ralph King Furniture and
Cabinetry, which envelops
Sub-Zero, Viking and Miele
appliances from Atherton
Appliance & Kitchens.

focus on the lush landscape just outside.
In the living area, the designers worked with Barnett to develop built-in
floor-to-ceiling shelving made from light cerused oak that “looks like
a Mondrian grid,” says Hunter. “Once the Mondrian grid was locked
in, we used it throughout.” The geometry of the shelves inspired the
room’s stainless-steel fireplace panels—treated to look like white
bronze—and a high-backed bench at the dining table. The latter creates
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Floor-to-ceiling shelving marks the library, where
leather chairs by Restoration Hardware surround a
Troscan Design + Furnishings table. A hair-on-hide
ottoman pairs with Blakely chairs, all by Mitchell
Gold + Bob Williams from Ruby Livingdesign, while
the desk is from Homescapes Carmel.
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Lewis designed the landscape, installed by
Dirty Work Landscape, to include Siskiyou
Blue Idaho fescue along the side of the house.
Opposite: Chaise lounges by Link Outdoor
stand near an exercise pavilion, which is
positioned between a spa and the house.
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A serpentine pathway made with crushed
granite winds between mature trees and
surrounds a new fire pit, which was designed
by Lewis. Emmet lounge chairs from Room
& Board lend a bright punch of color to the
inviting outdoor wooded space.

Above: Barnett gave the
structure a streamlined
flat roof and large glass
openings to connect the
back of the house with
the outdoors. Left: Corby
Gould Pools carried out the
renovation of the original
elliptical pool, which was
re-envisioned to feel more
like a reflecting pool.
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intimacy by delineating the dining area within the larger space, adds
Wiseman. “Dropping lighting fixtures low into the living area and kitchen,”
he says, also helps accomplish this. The coffee table—a series of

Room & Board’s Holden chaise tucks
into the glassed-in corner of the master
bedroom, inviting views of the sylvan
surroundings. Plantation’s Anson bed is
upholstered with fabric from the Windsor
Smith for Kravet collections.

rectangles joined at the base—and a Joseph Jeup console marked
by raised squares also lend nods to the grid motif.
Outside, landscape architect Scott R. Lewis connected outdoor areas
with limestone terraces and paths, and played up the graciousness of the
entry with a generous patio. He winnowed some large redwoods in the
back, clearing underbrush to create a fire pit. And he moved ornamental
plants and trees in the front to reveal “the new sleek lines of the home.”
Last, Lewis wanted to give the existing pool “the deep gray-blue character
of a forest pool,” he says. “We got it by picking a plaster color and tile
that made it a deep azure to look like a reflecting pool.”
The design works as a whole to move from the scenic outdoor spaces to
the warm light-filled interiors and back again. “It’s a very indoor-outdoor
aesthetic,” says Wiseman, adding that the house “integrates Wurster’s
understanding that we live in California.” L
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A serene outdoor bathing area features a
Barcelona tub by Concreteworks, which
sits atop poured-in-place concrete with a
custom tint. A Sand Dollar chaise by Link
Outdoor, purchased through Sloan Miyasato,
rests on the nearby deck made of ipe.
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